Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Willie McNab

Session date

23 February 2019

Team/Age Group

U14s
Time available

Theme

Small Group Session: Individual Defending - Part 1

50 minutes

NOTES
SET UP:
12x20 yard area with 2 small goals in the corner. 1 defender placed in between these goals. 3
attacking players with a ball each are placed at a different colored cone 18 yards away with the
middle player a further 2 yards back.
Click to insert session diagram

INSTRUCTIONS:
The coach will call out a color and the player at that cone must pass the ball into the goal in front
of them and as this happens the defender will sprint across to block it (1). They will then sprint
across to the other goal (2) and as they pass the middle cone the next player will aim to pass the
ball into the goal and again the player must block this. The final player will dribble the ball out
and play 1v1 with aim of trying to score into any of the 2 small goals. Players rotate to their left.
SET UP:
12x20 yard area with 2 small goals in the corner. 1 defender and 1 attacker placed in between
these goals. 3 attacking players with a ball each are placed at a different colored cone 18 yards
away with the middle player a further 2 yards back.

Click to insert session diagram

INSTRUCTIONS:
The middle player will pass into the striker (1) for a 1v1 against the defender who must win
possession of the ball and the attacker aiming to turn and score into any of the small goals. If they
do this, the coach will call a color and the defender must then sprint across to the goal and block
the pass (2). They must then sprint across to the other goal, and as they pass the middle cone the
next player will aim to pass the ball into the goal and again the player must block this (3). Players
rotate to their left.
SET UP:
12x12 yard area with 3 small goals placed at the top and the sides of the area. 1 player in the
middle with the other players placed on the sides and bottom with a ball each.

Click to insert session diagram

INSTRUCTIONS:
The 1st side player (1) with throw the ball for the middle player to head clear. As they do this the
bottom player (2) will play a pass aiming to score into the top goal and the defender must aim to
block this. Once they perform this movement the side player (3) will dribble the ball across the
area and aim to score in the goal in front of them with the defender playing 1v1 against them
aiming to win possession of the ball. All player rotate to the left and continue the practice.

SET UP:
12x12 yard area with 3 small goals placed at the top and the sides of the area. 1 player in the
middle with the other player placed on the sides and bottom with a ball each.
Click to insert session diagram

INSTRUCTIONS:
The 1st side player (1) with throw the ball for the middle player to head clear. As they do this the
bottom player (2) will dribble the ball across the area and aim to score in the goal in front of them
with the defender playing 1v1 against them aiming to win possession of the ball. The final
movement will come from the side player (3) who will aim to pass the ball across the area and s
score into the goal in front of them. The defender must react and aim to block the ball entering
the goal. All players rotate to their left and continue the practice.
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